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Check Out Our CD Rate Bump Loyalty Special!!!
Do you have a CD coming due this year? Take advantage of
our Rate Bump Loyalty Special. You can qualify to bump
your rate up by adding new deposit funds to your existing
CD. For example: If you have a $10,000 CD maturing and the
current rate is .75% APY you can increase this rate by adding
new money to the CD. If you were to add an additional
$20,000 that would increase your rate by .15%. So your final
CD would be for $30,000 and have a rate of .90%. See the
table at the left for details.
*Must deposit an additional $5,000 or more to qualify for rate increase. The maximum a rate can be increased is .25%.
Funds pulled from other FirstCCU accounts do not qualify.

Debit Card Tips
All debit card processors use sophisticated systems to
try and prevent fraudulent transactions. Unfortunately,
this can sometimes prevent legitimate transactions from
being processed. The biggest way to minimize
the chance of this happening is to notify us before you
leave the area. A simple call to the credit union
with your travel dates and locations will improve the
chances of these transactions clearing normally.
Occasionally, our fraud detection systems detect
transactions that are suspicious. Our processor will
attempt to contact you to verify these transactions. The
call will identify them and that they are calling on
behalf of FCCU. They may ask for the last 4 digits of a
social security number, birthday or telephone number.
Our processor will NEVER ask for your debit card
number, your account number, your expiration
date or the CVV code on the back of the card.
Depending on status of the transaction,
the card will be unlocked or permanently blocked.
The unlocking process can take up to 24 hours.
If you need the card unlocked immediately,
you need to contact the credit union at
1-800-828-5923. Only the credit union can do this.

Mortgage Rates are Still Great!!!

Purchase or Refinance!!
Thought you missed your opportunity for historically
low rates, think again. Mortgage rates remain great but
the questions is for how long? The Federal Reserve has
already begun raising rates and it’s only a matter of
time before that has an effect on mortgage rates. Don’t
miss a golden opportunity to lock in a super low 30
year fixed rate mortgage rate. NOW is the time to take
advantage of these rates and potentially save yourself
thousands of dollars over the term of your loan. Kristi
Amenda and her staff of mortgage professionals are
ready and waiting to assist you with all of your
mortgage needs. Give her a call at 1-800-828-5923 to
get the process started. FCCU offers FREE
pre-approval that verifies you’re “ready-to-buy” status.

How is Your Nest Egg Looking??
First Community Credit Union offers great rates on IRA CDs and passbook IRA
accounts. IRA season is underway, stop in and see how we can help! Remember that
FCCU does not charge any maintenance fees on our IRA accounts! We also offer a
wide array of non-IRA investments including CDs and two types of money market
accounts. All of these investments pay some of the highest rates in the Stateline!!!!

